
Impliitization and Inversion of PlanarParametri Rational CurvesEmil �ZagarFaulty of Computer and Information SieneUniversity of Ljubljanaemil�gollum.fri.uni-lj.siJanuary 16, 2002AbstratPlanar parametri rational urves are a basi tool in Computer AidedGeometri Design (CAGD). Among others, there are two important geo-metri problems whih have to be solved in CAGD. Given a planar para-metri rational urve:1) Find an impliit equation of the urve (impliitization).2) Find the parameter value(s) orresponding to the oordinates of apoint known to lie on the urve (inversion).The solution of these two problems will be disussed in this paper. Threedi�erent methods for the impliitization will be presented and the problemof inversion will be solved using the Bezout resultant.Keywords: Computer graphis, urve representation, parametri urve, resul-tant, impliitization, inversion.Math. Subj. Class.: 65D17, 65D18.1 IntrodutionRational parametri polynomial urves are widely used in Computer Aided Geo-metri Design (CAGD). It is easy to deal with them, they have an easy represen-tation in omputer memory and good omputational aspets (an easy evaluationat a given parameter, they are degree preserving under linear reparametrization,only basi arithmeti operations have to be used to obtain a derivative, inte-gral,. . . ). A lass of planar urves from this family is of great importane inCAGD but also in other branhes of omputer siene (mobile robots e.g.). So itis very important to solve some frequent problems appearing when suh urvesare used. Although parametri representation of urves is usually better thanany other, there is an important problem when an impliit representation ofthe urve is desired. Namely, if one has to hek if a given point T (x; y) is ona partiular urve then an impliit representation of the urve implies an easyanswer. The problem of onverting a parametri representation into an impliitone is known as the problem of impliitization. Another problem appearing fre-quently is, how to determine the parameter value(s) of a point on a parametriurve. This problem is known as inversion.1



So let x(t) = X(t)W (t) and y(t) = Y (t)W (t)be a planar parametri rational urve (parametri urve in further text), i.e.,X , Y and W are polynomials. We shall assume that the polynomials X , Y andW do not have a ommon root. Note that x and y have the same denomina-tor. This is a little restritive but usually required in CAGD. The problem ofimpliitization requires to �nd an impliit form of the parametri urve, i.e.,F (x; y) = 0. On the other hand, for a given point T (x0; y0) known to lie on aparametri urve, the problem of inversion looks for a parameter value(s) t0 forwhih x(t0) = x0 and y(t0) = y0.As mentioned before, an impliit representation of a parametri urve isused, when one has to hek if a given point T (x0; y0) is or is not on the urve.It is of ourse a purely theoretial question. In pratie, this is heked undersome onsiderable tolerane (mahine preision,. . . ). The inversion might beused when one has to �nd a parameter of the loated point (a mobile robot e.g.)on a partiular parametri urve.Both problems mentioned above are losely onneted with the problem of�nding ommon roots of two salar polynomials whih will be disussed in thenext setion.2 Common roots of two polynomialsThe problem of �nding ommon roots of two salar polynomials has been solvedlong before omputers have beome an important part of (numerial) analysis.Nowadays, one ould use a diret way of solving this problem in two steps.First, all roots of the �rst polynomial are omputed and then eah of them isheked if it is also a root of the seond polynomial. Using a omputer, this anbe formally done for polynomials of relatively high degree, sine algorithms forsolving algebrai equations are available. But in the sense of numerial analysisthe problem of �nding all the roots of a given polynomial might be unstable(for the polynomials having roots lose together e.g.). Instead, we an use anold method known as resultant of the polynomials.Let p(t) = am tm + am�1 tm�1 + � � �+ a0;q(t) = bn tn + bn�1 tn�1 + � � �+ b0be two salar polynomials, where at least one of am or bn is nonzero. Let usde�ne the Sylvester resultant as the determinant of the (m+n)�(m+n) matrix
S(p; q) = 26666666666664

a0 a1 a2 � � � am�1 am 0 0 � � � 00 a0 a1 � � � am�2 am�1 am 0 � � � 0... ... . . . . . . ... ... ... . . . . . . ...0 0 0 � � � a0 a1 a2 a3 � � � amb0 b1 b2 � � � bn�1 bn 0 0 � � � 00 b0 b1 � � � bn�2 bn�1 bn 0 � � � 0... ... . . . . . . ... ... ... . . . . . . ...0 0 0 � � � b0 b1 b2 b3 � � � bn
37777777777775 :2



The following theorem gives a very well known result whih an be found in [1℄:Theorem 2.1 Polynomials p and q have a ommon root if and only ifdetS(p; q) = 0:Sine the dimension of the Sylvester resultant (i.e. the dimension of thematrix S(p; q)) is m + n, we sometimes use the Bezout resultant, de�ned byB(p; q) = [ij ℄mi;j=1, where the oeÆients ij satisfy the relationp(t) q(u)� p(u) q(t)t� u = mXi;j=1 ijti�1 uj�1:Here the assumption that the degree p = m � n has been made quietly. Asimilar result as for the Sylvester resultant holds for the Bezout resultant (see[3℄ or [1℄):Theorem 2.2 Polynomials p and q have a ommon root if and only ifdetB(p; q) = 0:Example 2.1 Let p(t) = t2 � 3 t+ 2 and q(t) = 2 t2 + 4 t� 6. An easy \om-putation" gives S(p; q) = 2664 2 �3 1 00 2 �3 12 4 �6 00 2 4 �6 3775 :Sine detS(p; q) = 0, polynomials p and q has a ommon root. Indeed, p(1) =q(1) = 0. Similarly, B(p; q) = � 10 �10�10 10 � ;whih obviously has zero determinant and implies the existene of the ommonroot of p and q.3 Impliitization and inversionResultants an be used to solve the problem of impliitization and inversion aswe shall show now. Let x(t) = X(t)=W (t), y(t) = Y (t)=W (t) be a parametriurve, where X , Y and W do not have a ommon fator. A straightforwardway to obtain the impliit equation is to write it in the forma1 xm + a2 xm�1 y + � � �+ a(m+22 ) = 0; (1)sine we an assume that m is the maximal degree of X , Y and W . It implies ahomogeneous system of 2m+ 1 equations for (m+ 2)(m+ 1)=2 unknowns andai an be always determined. But this usually requires a lot of alulations.To avoid this problem, let us writepx(t) = xW (t)�X(t);qy(t) = yW (t)� Y (t):3



where x and y are the oordinates of the point on the urve. Then, by Theorem2.1 (or Theorem 2.2), the impliit equation of the urve is detS(px; qy) = 0(or detB(px; qy) = 0). Sine X , Y and W do not have a ommon fator, noneof these determinants an vanish identially. The same resultants an be usedto hek if a given point T (x0; y0) is on a urve. We simply ompute one ofthe resultants and ompare it with zero (generally to mahine preision). Bothresultants have some advantages and disadvantages. The Sylvester resultant hasdegree m+n, but an be easily derived from the oeÆients of the polynomials.On the other hand the Bezout resultant has degree m, it is symmetri, but itsoeÆients are more ompliated to derive.Example 3.1 Let the parametri urve be given byx(t) = 2 t� t21� t+ t2 ; y(t) = 1� t21� t+ t2 :Then px(t) = x (1� t+ t2)� 2 t+ t2 = x� (x+ 2) t+ (x + 1) t2;qy(t) = y (1� t+ t2)� 1 + t2 = y � 1� y t+ (y + 1) t2:The Sylvester resultant of px and qy beomes�������� x �x� 2 x+ 1 00 x �x� 2 x+ 1y � 1 �y y + 1 00 y � 1 �y y + 1 �������� = 3x2 � 3x y + 3 y2 � 3 = 0;and the Bezout one is���� x� 2 y + 2 �2x+ y � 1�2x+ y � 1 x+ y + 2 ���� = �3x2 + 3x y � 3 y2 + 3 = 0:Both of them imply the implit equation of the urvex2 � x y + y2 � 1 = 0:The problem of inversion is easily solved using the matrix B(px; qy).Theorem 3.1 If T (x0; y0) is a simple point on the urve, then the parametert0 orresponding to a given point ist0 = ofatorB1;2(px0 ; qy0)ofatorB1;1(px0 ; qy0) :If the point is not simple, the parameters an still be found using the samematrix, but we shall omit this ase.Example 3.2 If we look at the same urve as in Example 3.1, then by theprevious theorem the parameter, whih belongs to a partiular point T (x0; y0)on the urve, an be expressed ast0 = ��2x0 + y0 � 1x0 + y0 + 2 :4



4 The method of moving linesThis is a relatively new method (see [5℄ for a list of seleted papers), whihombines the idea of unknown oeÆients (1) and resultants. The moving lineof degree d is de�ned as dXi=0(AiX +Bi Y + CiW ) ti = 0:Here X , Y and W are the homogeneous oordinates of the line. Sine itsoeÆients vary with the parameter t, the line is moving in the plane. A movingline is said to follow the parametri urve, ifdXi=0(AiX(t) +Bi Y (t) + CiW (t)) ti � 0:The results whih will follow hold for urves of even degree. They an begeneralized to urves of odd degree too, but this is beyond the sope of thispaper. So let the degree of the urve be 2m. Then, every moving line ofdegree m following a urve of degree 2m has 3 (m + 1) = 3m + 3 unknownoeÆients. Sine the total degree of the moving line is m + 2m = 3m, weobtain a homogeneous system of 3m+ 1 linear equations for 3m+ 3 unknownoeÆients. This implies that there are always at least two linearly independentmoving lines of degree m whih follow a urve of degree 2m. The impliitequation of the urve an be found by using the following theorem.Theorem 4.1 If a parametri urve has even degree 2m, and p1, p2 are twolinearly independent moving lines following the urve and there are no movinglines of degree < m that follow the urve, then detS(p1; p2) = 0 is an impliitequation of the urve.We shall onlude with an example.Example 4.1 Let the urve be de�ned as in Example 3.1. The oeÆients oftwo moving lines of degree 1 that follow the urve an be obtained by solving thesystem of equations B0 + C0 = 02A0 � C0 +B1 + C1 = 0�A0 �B0 + C0 + 2A1 � C1 = 0�A1 �B1 + C1 = 0:The two-parametri family of solutions is obtained and we an hoose two lin-early independent solutions as(�X + Y �W ) + t (X +W ) = 0(�Y +W ) + t (�X + Y ) = 0:The Sylvester resultant of these lines is���� �X + Y �W X +W�Y +W �X + Y ����5
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Figure 1: A set of moving lines from our example at the parameter values t = 0,t = 1=4 and t = 2=3. The plain line always represents the �rst moving line,and the dashed one the seond moving line. Their intersetions are points onthe urve they are following. The bold segment is the set of intersetions of themoving lines for the parameter values t 2 [0; 1℄.and, sine there are no moving lines of degree 0 that follow the urve,X2 �X Y + Y 2 �W 2 = 0is an impliit equation of the urve. After dividing it by W 2 we getx2 � x y + y2 � 1 = 0whih is already a known result.Referenes[1℄ I.M. Gelfand, M.M. Kapranov, and A. Zelevinsky, Disriminants, Resul-tants and Multidimensional Determinants, Birkh�auser Verlag, 1994.[2℄ R.N. Goldman, The method of resolvents: A tehnique for the impliitiza-tion, inversion, and intersetion of non-planar, parametri, rational ubiurves, Computer Aided Geometri Design 2 (1985), 237{255.[3℄ R.N. Goldman, T.W. Sederberg, and D.C. Anderson, Vetor elimination:A tehnique for the impliitization, inversion, and intersetion of planarparametri rational polynomial urves, Computer Aided Geometri Design1 (1984), 327{356. 6



[4℄ T.W. Sederberg, D.C. Anderson, and R.N. Goldman, Impliitization, Inver-sion, and Intersetion of Planar Rational Cubi Curves, Computer Vision,Graphis, and Image Proessing, 31 (1985), 89{102.[5℄ M. Zhang, Topis in Resultants and Impliitization, Ph.D. thesis (2000),Rie University, Houston, USA, available athttp://www.s.rie.edu/~mzhang/researh/publiation.html.[6℄ E. �Zagar, Raionalne parametri�ne krivulje, diploma work (1994), Univer-sity of Ljubljana, Slovenia (slovene).
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